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I. INTRODUCTION 
Let R be a commutative ring with multiplicative identity, let Rn be a direct 
sum of n copies of R and let R, be the ring of n x n matrices over R. We begin 
with the investigation of conditions on the ring R which will imply that A, ,..., 
A, E R, have a common right factor having determinant r, a non-zerodivisor. 
Set 2f = xi=, R,A, , and define the norm of 9l by N(2l) = Ca.~ (det A)R. 
An obvious necessary condition for the existence of such a factor is that N(%) C 
rR. If the condition N(%) C rR (resp. N(‘%) = rR) suffices to imply the existence 
of such a factor, R, is said to have norm-induced factorization (resp. weak norm- 
induced factorization). 
Initially, our interest in matrix factorization stemmed from the Morita 
correspondence between submodules of R” and left ideals in R, . A basic observa- 
tion is the equivalence of the two conditions: “for PC Rn, A”P N R implies 
P N R”” and “N(N) N R implies % is a principal left ideal” (see Corollary 1, 
Section 2). Each of these conditions in turn are equivalent to weak norm- 
induced factorization in R, (Proposition 1). If this factorization condition is 
present in R% for all n > 1, then the Grothendieck group SK,,(R) = 0 and 
stably free projective modules are free modules ([2, Prop. 3.7, Chap. 91 and 
Corollary 1, Section 2). It is also possible to conclude, in the case the zero 
divisors of R are contained in a finite union of prime ideals, that finitely generated 
maximal ideals locally having two generators must in fact be generated by two 
elements (Theorem 3). Thus weak norm-induced factorization in R, (n = 2 
suffices) and R regular imply that maximal ideals of height 2 are complete 
intersections. If R is regular of dimension at most 2 then finitely generated 
projectives over the polynomial ring R[x] are extended from R (see [23]). We 
have then an elementary proof of the fact that if R is a regular local ring of 
dimension at most 2 then maximal ideals in R[x] are complete intersections 
(Corollary 1 of Theorem 3). 
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If we require norm-induced factorization in R, , then under mild hypothesis 
on R (domain for example), Plucker vectors in (1”(Rp) are decomposable for all 
p 3 n (Lemma 3, Section 3). This relationship affords a connection between 
matrix factorization and the condition that R be a Towber ring (Theorem 1). 
D. Lissner and A. V. Geramita, extending the work of Towber in [25], gave 
necessary and sufficient conditions on a Noetherian ring so that Plucker vectors 
decompose [20]. We add to these two new sets of conditions when the global 
dimension of R is no more than 2: the first is that An(P) N R implies P E Rn 
(Theorem l), the second is that maximal ideals have two generators and finitely 
generated stably free projectives are free (Theorem 6). 
In case R is a Noetherian ring, these conditions are almost present if R is an 
outer product ring: vectors in An(Rn+l) are decomposable for all n 3 2 
(Theorem 7). But we do not know whether the three necessary conditions, 
SK,(R) = 0, finitely generated stably free projectives are free, and locally an 
outer product ring are sufficient to imply that R is an outer product ring. We 
answer in the affirmative if R is a reduced integrally closed ring, giving a new 
proof of a result due to Kleiner [16] and conjectured by Lissner and Geramita 
[19] that integrally closed Noetherian rings with the outer product property are 
Towber rings (Corollary 2 to Theorem 7). Additionally, Noetherian rings of 
finite global dimension with the outer product property are Towber rings 
(Corollary 1 to Theorem 7). 
A second gap remaining in the classification ot Noetherian Towber rings is 
the answer to the question as to whether rank 2 projectives have a one dimen- 
sional free summand. This is the case when R = D[x], D any Dedekind domain 
[24, Corollary 5.51 d 1 an a so when R is a finitely generated commutative algebra 
of Krull dimension at most 2 over an algebraically closed field [22]. With the 
expectation that efficient generation of ideals will play a roll in answering this 
question, we close this article with a number of results in this direction. 
In Theorem 4, we prove that an ideal in a Noetherian Towber ring which 
locally has two generators must have two generators. The same conclusion 
remains valid in outer product rings if the ideal is assumed to have height 2 
(Theorem 5). Finally, if R[x] is a Noetherian Towber domain and a, b E R[x], 
c E R, then a, b, c stably generate I = aR + bR + CR whenever I has two 
generators. 
2. MODULES AND MATRIX IDEALS 
The Morita correspondence mentioned in the introduction has an elementary 
interpretation when R” is selected as the progenerator. Then the ring R, of 
n x n matrices over R can be taken for a model of Hom(Rn, R”) and the corre- 
spondence I from submodules P of Rn to l’eft ideals ‘QI in R, is given by I(P) = 
row ideal of P (i.e., the left ideal consisting of all matrices with rows in P). 
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That I is invertible with inverse 1-l(‘%) = row space of ‘+2l is but an easy exercise 
with row operations. Our motivation for considering this correspondence is 
provided by the relationship between generators of P and I(P). Observe first 
that if P has k generators then there are t < 1 + (k/n) matrices in I(P) with 
these generators among their rows. Thus, I(P) has <I + (k/n) generators. 
Secondly, 
PROPOSITION 1. Let A, ,..., A, E R, , ‘LI = ,Y&, R,A, , and N(‘8) = 
Caez (det A)R = rR, r a non-zerodivisor. Then the following are equivalent: 
(1) the Ai have a common right factor of determinant r; 
(2) Vl is a principal left ideal; 
(3) I-1(%) is a free module. 
Proof. (1) + (2). Assume that A E R, with det A = r is a common right 
factor of the A, . We claim that % = R,A, and have only to show A E QI since 
% _C R,A. The problem localizes so we may assume R is a local ring. Since 
iV(%) = rR there exists B E % such that det B = ru, u a unit in R. Since 
B = CA for some C E R, , necessarily having unit determinant, A = C-lB E ‘8. 
(2) 3 (3). If 2l = R,A then the rows of A generate I-1(%). Since 
N(s) = rR = (det A)R, det A is a non-zerodivisor. It follows now that the 
rows of A are a basis for I-l(%). 
(3) a (1). Reverse the steps in (2) => (3) to obtain a common factor A 
for the Ai with det A = ru, u a unit in R. Now divide any row of A by u to 
obtain the desired factor. 
The ring R, is said to have weak norm-induced factorization if the hypothesis 
of Proposition 1 implies the equivalent conditions (l)-(3). Our immediate goal 
is that of translating, via the correspondence 1, the property of weak norm- 
induced factorization into an equivalent property concerning submodules of Rn. 
We shall need for the latter a characterization of those modules P C Rn for 
which the norm N(I(P)) = CAE1cP) (det A)R is a principal ideal generated by a 
non-zerodivisor in R. That characterization is facilitated by the use of A”(P), 
the n-th exterior power of P. The injection p: P -+ R* extends to a homo- 
morphism A”(p): An(P) --f A”(Rn), the image of z~r A .‘. A V~ in An(P) being 
the value vi A ... A v* in A”(R*). Since the latter is (det A)e, A ... A e, , A the 
matrix having rows v, ,..., vu, and e, ,..., e, the standard basis for R”, the image 
of (I”(p) is isomorphic to N(I(P)). Note that N(I(P)) is the first Fitting invariant 
for R”/P. Under suitable hypothesis, the first Fitting invariant is an invertible 
ideal [21]. In particular, 
PROPOSITION 2. Let P be a submodule of Rn. P is a finitely generated projective 
module of rank n if and only if N(I(P)) is a finitely generated projective module of 
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rank 1. Moreover, A”(P) N N(I(P)) in case one (and hence both) of these conditions 
holds. 
Proof. Assume first that P is a finitely generated projective with rank n. 
Then for each prime ideal Q in R An(Po) N Ro . Since An(P), N A”(P,), 
A”(P) is locally free one dimensional. Since P finitely generated implies A”(P) 
finitely generated, it follows that A”(P) is a finitely generated rank 1 projective. 
Since P projective implies /l%(p) injective [6, Corollary to Proposition 12 
Chap. 3, Sec. 7.91, A”(P) N N@(P)). 
Assume for the converse that N(I(P)) is a finitely generated rank 1 projective, 
and select a finitely generated submodule S C P such that N(I(S)) = N(I(P)). 
We shall simultaneously show that locally S = P and S is free n dimensional. 
It then follows that S is a finitely generated rank n projective and P = S. We 
assume therefore that R is local and set N(I(S)) = rR. Since R is local, there 
exist vi ,..., v,fSsuchthatfln(CL)(v,~...~v,)=le,h...he,.LetAER, 
be the matrix satisfying (e, ,..., e&4 = (v, ,..., vn). Since det A = Y, r(e, ,..., e,) 
= (01 ,.a., v&4*, A* the classical adjoint of A. Thus, rRn CC viR. Let 
v E P, YV = c YiVi and set wi = Vl A ... A Vie1 A Vi+1 A ... A v’, . Then 
A+)(Yv A q) = (- l)i-lri/ln(,)(vi A ... A vn). Since fln(p)(v A wi) E im d”(p), 
/‘!“(/L)(V A Wi) = SiYel A “’ A e, with si E A. Thus, siy2 = (- l)i-l~iy. Since Y is 
not a zero divisor in R, v = C (-l)i-lsivi. Therefore, vi ,..., v,, is a basis 
for P. 
Proposition 2 implies that the left ideals in R, which have principal norm 
generated by a non-zerodivisor are precisely the images I(P) of submodules 
P C Rn such that A”(P) N R. Extending Towber’s designation, we say that an 
R module P is R-orientable if for some positive integer n, AN(P) N R [27]. 
H. Flanders, in [13], has shown that the condition An(P) N R with n > 0 
implies that P is finitely generated, projective and has rank n. The R-orientable 
modules are therefore a subset of the finitely generated R projectives having 
finite constant rank. Also, if P is R-orientable and has rank n then A”P N R 
and m > 0 imply that m = n. We may summerize the developments to this 
point by: 
COROLLARY 1. R, has weak norm-induced factorization if and only if P C Rn 
and AnP N R imply P N Rn (equivalently, R-orientable submodules of Rn having 
rank n are free). 
COROLLARY 2. If the maximum spectrum of R is Noetherian of dimension <l 
then R, has weak norm-induced factorization for all positive integers n. 
Proof. Serre’s theorem [lo, Corollary l] implies that each finitely generated 
projective R module P of rank n is isomorphic to Q @ R*-l with Q a rank 1 
projective. Since A”(P) N A’(Q) @ LF-~(R’+~) N Q @ R c1 Q, P is free if and 
only if P is orientable. 
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COROLLARY 3. If D is a Dedekind domain and R = D[x, ,..., xS] is the 
polynomial ring over D in the s indeterminates xi , R, has weak norm-induced 
factorization for all positive integers n. 
Proof. Quillen’s theorem [23, Theorem 4’1 implies that each finitely 
generated R projective P is extended from D; i.e., P N P’ @ R for some 
finitely generated D projective P’. Since A”(P) ‘v A”(P’ o. R) = A,“(P’) oD R 
and R is faithfully flat, P is R-orientable of rank n if and only if P’ is R-orientable 
of rank n. Corollary 2 completes the proof. 
If the maximum spectrum of R is Noetherian of dimension d, the Forster- 
Swan theorem [lo, Corollary 51 implies that each finitely generated projective 
of rank n has n + d generators. Therefore each finitely generated ideal 21 in R, 
satisfying N(9I) N R has <2 + (d/n) generators. 
COROLLARY 4. If the maximum spectrum of R is Noetherian of dimension d 
and n > d, then each left ideal ‘9I in R, such that N(%) ‘v R has two generators. 
Thus R, has weak norm-induced factorization if and only ;f each A, B E R, 
satisfying N(R,A + R,B) = rR, r # zero-divisor, have a common right factor 
of determinant r. 
Corollary 4, when applicable, allows one to confine the search for a common 
right factor having a prescribed determinant for a finite set of matrices to the 
set of common right factors of two matrices A, B. The case of A = rI% , I, 
the n x n identity matrix, is of particular importance since the common right 
factors of determinant r for rI, and B are but the right factors of B having 
determinant r. Since the existence of a common factor for a finite set of matrices 
with prescribed determinant often reduces to the existence of a factor with that 
determinant for a suitably selected matrix B (see Proposition 5), we conclude 
this section with the conditions that rR, + R,B have norm rR. Then Proposi- 
tion 1 is applicable. 
PROPOSITION 3. Let r be a non-zerodivisor in R and let B E R, , n > 2. 
Then rR, + R,B has norm rR if and only if r divides the determinant of B and 
rR + (det B)Rjr + C BijR = R where (Bij) = B*, the matrix of cofactors of B. 
Proof. Set P = I-l(rR, + R,B). Then rR, + R,B has norm rR if and only 
if image A+) = rRe, A .‘. A e, , p the injection of P into R”. Set vi = rei , 
i = l,..., n and let v,+r ,..., vsn denote the rows of B. Since the vi generate P, 
A”(~)(v~(i) A ... A qn)), I < i(1) < ... < i(n) < 2n, generate A”(p). The 
proposition now follows from the fact that (In(p)(vi(r) A . . . A vi(,)) c Ee, A . . . A erz 
and E’e, A ... A e, C image An(p), E = r2R + (det B)R + C rBijR and E’ = 
r”R + (det B)R + C rBijR. 
COROLLARY. If P C R”, A”(P) N R imply P N Rn and A E R” has determinant 
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rs with rR + sR = R and s a non-xerodivisor, then A has a right factor in R, 
having determinant s. 
3. DETERMINANT PRESCRIBED FACTORS 
We now relax the condition that Cu = C R,A, have projective row space. 
The weaker version of Proposition 1 is then 
PROPOSITION 4. Let Al,..., A, E R, , ‘u = X:=1 R,A, , and N(cU) C rR with 
r a non-zerodivisor. Then the following are equivalent: 
(1) the Ai have a common right factor of determinant r; 
(2) ‘3 is contained in a principal left ideal of norm rR; 
(3) I+?I) 2 F C Rn with F free and N(I(F)) = rR. 
R, is said to have norm-induced factorization if the hypothesis of Proposition 4 
implies the equivalent conditions (l)-(3). Th is condition is easily translated 
into the language of modules, the module equivalent being: if P is a submodule 
of Rn and N(I(P)) C rR with Y a non-zerodivisor then there exists a free module 
F with P cF C Rn and N(I(F)) = rR. 
The existence of a module F satisfying the conditions P C F C R” and 
N(I(F)) = rR can sometimes be deduced from the existence locally of such a 
module F. This is the case for example if R is a Dedekind domain [2, Prop. 8.2, 
Chap. 31. Thus norm-induced factorization in R, with R a Dedekind domain 
will follow once this condition is shown to hold locally, since R-orientable 
submodules of R” are free (Corollary 2, Section 2). We assume therefore that R 
is a local Dedekind domain, hence a principal ideal domain (PID). Then Rn 
has a basis vi ,..., v, for which there are r1 ,..., r, E R such that rivi ,..., r,v, 
generate P. Set F = s,v,R + ... -+ s,v,R with the si inductively defined by 
s,, = 1 and s~+~R = (r/s,, ... s,)R + r,+lR. A routine calculation shows that 
P C F C Rn and N(I(F)) = rR. In summary, we have shown 
LEMMA 1. If D is a Dedekind domain then D, has norm-induced factorization 
for each positive integer n. 
With R a PID, N(‘%) is principal for each left ideal ‘8 C R, . Hence by 
Corollary 2, Section 2,$X = R,A for some A E R, . Now N(U) LZ YR with r # 0 
if and only if r divides det A. Thus one could as easily have shown that PID’s 
have norm-induced factorization by showing that a matrix A has a right factor 
having determinant r whenever r divides det A, an immediate consequence of 
the fact that A can be diagonalized. This motivates the definition: R, has 
determinant-induced factorization if for each A E R, and each non-zerodivisor Y 
dividing det A there is a right factor of A having determinant Y. The connection 
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between the two concepts, norm-induced and determinant-induced factorization, 
observed for PID’s generalizes as: 
PROPOSITION 5. If R is a direct sum of Krull domains then norm-induced 
factorization over R and determinant-induced factorization over R are equivalent. 
Proof. Since R, has norm-induced (determinant-induced) factorization if 
and only if the n x n matrices over each summand have that property, we may 
assume that R is a Krull domain. Now determinant-induced factorization is a 
special case of norm-induced factorization, so we assume the former and let 
‘u = C:=r R,A, denote a finitely generated left ideal in R, which satisfies 
iV(%) C rR. M’e may assume for the purposes of this argument that r # 0 and Y 
is not a unit. Let p, ,..., p, be the height 1 prime ideals containing r and let S 
be the complement of their union in R. Since R, is a principal ideal domain 
[15, Ch. 2, Sec. 41, ‘$11, C (Rs),A with A E (R,), having determinant r (Lemma 1). 
Select s E S so that sA E R, and let C E R, be a right factor of SA with det C = r 
(C exists assuming determinant-induced factorization). We claim that 2l _C R,C; 
or equivalently, ‘%C* C rR, with C* the classical adjoint of C. Since 2&C’* C 
r(R,), , s’%C* C rR, for some s’ E S. Let X E (UC*. Then (s’/r)X E R, . Since R 
is a Krull domain, R = n R, , q a height 1 prime ideal. Since s’R + rR $ q for 
any prime ideal q having height 1, one of s’, r is a unit in R, . In either event 
X/r E (R& . Thus X/r E R, , and the proof is complete. 
An analysis of the proof of Proposition 5 reveals that a further reduction is 
possible for Krull domains. We record this reduction for future use as: 
hvIMA 2. Let R be a direct sum of Krull domains. Then R, has determinant 
induced factorization (hence norm-induced factorization) if and only if whenever 
A E R, , Y E R satisfy 
(i) r is a non-xerodivisor dividing det A, and 
(ii) (det A)RIr + rR is not contained in a height 1 prime ideal, 
then A has a right divisor in R, having determinant Y. 
In order that determinant-induced factorization hold, certain conditions must 
be placed on the Krull dimension (at most 2, in Noetherian rings for 
example). The following example illuminates this situation. 
EXAMPLE. Let R be a ring which contains an R-sequence x, y, x in any 
order (three elements from a minimal generating set for the maximal ideal in a 
regular local ring of dimension 33 for example). Let A = (aii) be given by 
al, = x2, aI2 = xy - Z, a21 = xy + x, and a22 = y2. Then A has determinant 
9. We claim however that A does not have a right factor in R, having deter- 
minant Z. Assuming the contrary, we let C = (cii) be such a factor. Then AC* is 
divisible by Z, hence x2cZ2 - czl(xy - x) = -x2c12 + cll(xy - x) = 0 mod zR. 
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Since x(x+ - yc2i) E x(-xciz + ycl,) E 0 mod zR, xcz2 - yczl G -xc12 + 
yell = 0 mod zR. Since x, y, z is an R-sequence in any order, cz2 , cia E yR + XR 
and csi , cir E xR + zR. Thus, z = cii~~~ - czlcrz E (yR + zR)(xR + xR). Set 
z = xyr + xzs + yzt -I- 9~. Since xyy = 0 mod zR, z divides Y. Since z is 
not a zero divisor, 1 E xR + yR I- zR, contradicting the definition of an 
R-sequence. 
The following preliminaries are now needed in order to unify our concepts 
with those which presently exist in the literature. The standard basis for AP(R”) 
will be the basis E, = ef(,) A ... A e,(,) , f~ S,n, the set of strictly increasing 
sequences from l,..., n having p terms. Let u = 1 usEr E Ap(R”). For p > I, 
h E A’,-, , and 1 < t < n, set u,,,,, = 0 when t E h, otherwise u,,,,, = a(h, t)ug 
whereg is the sequence obtained by rearranging the sequence h(l),..., h( p - l), t 
in increasing order and a(h, t) is the sign of the rearrangement. For h E St+, , 
p < n, let ZA~-~~) = u, with g the sequence obtained by deleting the i-th term, 
h(i), from h. u is a PZiicker vector in Ap(Rn), 1 < p < n, if u satisfies the 
quadratic Plucker conditions: 
B+l 
2 (- l)P-i+lU~-s(i)Uhhs(i) = 0 
for each g E SE+] , h E Sz-, . 
In the classical situation, the case with R a field, the Plucker vectors are the 
decomposable vectors: those vectors u E Aa for which there are vectors 
vi ,..., vD E Rn such that u = vi A ... A v,, . Following the terminology in- 
troduced by Lissner and Geramita in [20], we say that R satisfies condition T,” 
whenever Plucker vectors in Ap(R”) are decomposable. R is Towber if all Plucker 
vectors are decomposable. The following lemma reveals the connection between 
decomposable vectors and norm-induced factorization. 
LEMMA 3. Let R denote a ring whose total quotient ring is a finite direct sum 
of $elds. If R, h as norm-induced factorization then R satis$es T,p for all p > n. 
If R is a jinite direct sum of Krull domains which satisfy Tz then R, has norm- 
induced factorization. 
Proof. Let S be the total quotient ring of R. Since R - S is injective, we 
may view R as a subring of S and A”(Re) as a subset of (Ifi (the inclusion i: 
R - S induces an injection A”(i): A”(R*) -+ A”(@) since the standard basis 
of A”(Rp) passes to the standard basis of A”(D)). Let u denote a Plucker vector 
in An(Rp). Since the coordinates of u satisfy the Plucker conditions in As(Sp) 
and S is a finite direct sum ot fields, u is decomposable in A”(Sp) [20, Corollary 
5.21. Thus there exist v1 ,... , ~1, E RP and a non-zerodivisor I E R such that 
ru = zli A ... A 21, in /l”(Rp). Let V denote the p x n matrix having i-th 
column the coordinates of vi represented in the standard basis for R”. Since the 
coordinates of YU are n x n minors of I”, the n x n submatrices of I/ generate 
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a left ideal !X in R, having norm contained in YR (the rows of a matrix from VI 
are generated by the rows of V, hence its determinant is a linear combination 
of the n x n minors of V). The hypothesis implies that QI C R,A for some 
A E R having determinant Y. Therefore V =J CA for some p x n matrix U 
having entries in R. Thus YU :--= YU, A ... A U, where ui is the i-th column of 1:. 
Since Y is not a zero divisor, u = U, A ... A u, . 
We may assume for the last implication that R is a domain, since the result 
holds for direct sums if and only if it holds for each summand. By Lemma 2, 
we need only show that if A E R, and Y E R satisfy the conditions of that lemma 
then -4 has a right factor having determinant Y. Let %‘I ,..., z’,, denote the column 
vectors of the matrix whose first tl rows are those of A and whose next tr rows 
are those of ~1, . Then or A ... A z.,/Y = u is a Plucker vector in A”(R*“) (it is 
decomposable over the quotient field of R). Our hypothesis implies that 
u -;- ur A ... A u, with ui E R2n. Since u’ = (C E R2”: u A z’ = 0) has rank n 
[20, Theorem 2.171 and ur A ... A II, -# 0, U, ,..., II, generate 11” over the 
quotient field of R. Thus, z’~ = ;I Kljnj has solutions Kij in the quotient field 
of R, these vectors being in ui. If we take the wedge product of both sides of 
these equations with the wedge product of all but one of the uj , we see that 
kiju E An(R2”). Now s = (det A)/Y and I*-’ are coefficients of u with respect to 
the standard basis for An(R2”). Since kijrn-I, kijs E R and YR -;- sR is not con- 
tained in any height 1 prime ideal of R by our reduction from Lemma 2, 
kij E n R, = R, q a height 1 prime ideal. Since z’r A ... A v, = (det K)u, A ... A u, , 
K = (k,J, (Y - det K)u = 0. Thus Y =:; det K. Finally, if U denotes the matrix 
whose columns are the U, , A 7 Z/;K with U, the matrix whose first n rows arc 
those of U. 
Lemma 3 implies that a Krull domain is Towber if and only if I”? holds for 
all positive integers n. Actually, T,, 21, implies the outer product condition T:” 
[20, Proposition 4.31, and the latter condition is equivalent to Towber for Krull 
domains [16]. If Krull is replaced by Xoetherian then Tz4 alone suffices to 
imply Towber [20, Theorem 7.41. 
We will now characterize the reduced Noethcrian rings R for which R, has 
norm-induced factorization for all n > 0. 
THEOREM 1. Let R be a reduced Noetherian ring. The foliowing are equizyalent: 
(i) R,, has norm-induced factorization for all n > 0; 
(ii) R, has norm-induced factorization; 
(iii) R is Towber; 
(iv) R has global dimension <2, each projecticge R module P of constant 
rank r(P) is stably equiz*alent to A r(P)(P), and stably free finitely generated proj*ec- 
tives are free; 
(v) R has global dimension 32 and R-orientable modules are free. 
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Pvoof. (ii) is a special case of (i). (ii) implies (iii) from Lemma 3 and [20, 
Theorem 7.41. Lissner and Geramita show also that if R is Noetherian and 
Towber then R has global dimension at most 2 and finitely generated projectives 
of rank Y, Y 2 3, have free summands of rank Y - 1. For Noetherian rings, 
finite rank implies finitely generated [3, Proposition 4.21. Thus, (iii) implies 
the first two conditions in (iv) (add to P enough copies of R to assure rank 3 or 
more. Then apply the Lissner-Geramita result along with [2, Prop. 3.7, Chap. 93). 
The final condition that stably free implies free is a consequence of the fact that 
Towber rings are H rings [lg] ( unimodular vectors are row vectors of invertible 
matrices). 
For the implication (iv) implies (v) note that A’(P) N R implies that P is a 
finitely generated projective having constant rank Y [13]. (iv) implies such 
modules P with A’(P) N R are free. 
There remains the implication (v) implies (i). Since R has finite global dimen- 
sion, A is a finite direct sum of Krull domains and (v) is inherited by each 
summand. We may assume then that R is a Krull domain and have only to 
show that for A E R, , Y E R satisfying the conditions (i), (ii) of Lemma 2 there 
is a right factor C E R, of A having determinant r. Let P = {x E R*: xA* = 0 
mod rR”}, A* the classical adjoint of A. We have the following exact se- 
quence: 0 --f ker( f ) --f Rn @ An + RTL -+ coker( f ) + 0, withf(x, y) = xA + 
ry. Since R has global dimension at most 2, ker(f) is projective. Since the 
projection (x, y) --f x is an isomorphism from ker(f) onto P, P is projective. 
We have now to establish the isomorphism A”(P) N R. Since P is projective, 
An(P) ci N@(P)). We claim that N(I(P)) = YR, which is tantamount to 
N(I(P)), = rRM f or all maximal ideals M in R. Fix M and let B denote a 
matrix having as rows a basis for PM. Since I(P,) = (R,),B, N(I(P)), = 
WV’,)) = %, , b = det B. Since A eI(P), det A = YS is divisible by b. 
Since rIn E I(P), r” is divisible by b. Since R, is factorial and I, s have no com- 
mon irreducible factors, b divides r. On the other hand, XA* = YU implies 
s’L-~Y~~-~ det X = Y” det lJ. Thus, with X = B, s+-lb = YU for some u ER,+, . 
Hence r divides b. N(I(P)), = YR, now follows. 
Since A”(P) N R, (v) implies that P is free, Therefore, I(P) = R,C with 
C E R, having determinant Y. Since A EI(P), the theorem follows. 
The condition that A is reduced is necessary in the above theorem since a 
ring R whose non-units are zero divisors need not be Towber, but R, trivially 
has norm-induced factorization. It is possible that this semiprime condition 
could be deleted if we strengthen the definition of norm-induced factorization 
by deleting the requirement that Y be a non-zero divisor. The missing link is an 
affirmative answer to the following question: If R is a Noetherian Towber 
domain and A E R, has determinant 0, do there exist B, C E R, such that 
A=BCanddetB=detC=O? 
The following corollaries are analogous to Theorem 1.2 of [25] and Theorem 
7.5 of [20]. 
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COROLLARY 1. If R is a Dedekind domain then R[x],, has norm-induced 
factorization for all positive integers n. 
Proof. The R[x] projectives have the form P @ R[x] where P is a projective 
R module and, since R[x] has global dimension one more than that of R, (iv) of 
Theorem 1 holds. 
COROLLARY 2. If R is NoetherMn and factorial then R, has norm-induced 
factorization for all n 3 1 if and only if R has global dimension at most 2 and 
finitely generated projective R modules are free. 
We conclude this section with a structure property of outer product rings 
(rings with the property Ti+’ for all n > 0). The rings for the remainder of 
this section are assumed Noetherian. 
THEOREM 2 [Towber, 261. A local ring (R, M) is an outer product ring if 
dim rIdMM/M2 < 2. Moreover, zf (R, M) satisfies Tz3 then dim,,,M/M2 < 2. 
Beginning with this theorem, we note that R locally has the OP-property at 
each prime ideal Q for which QR, has two or fewer generators. As a conse- 
quence, the RH , M maximal, having the OP-property can be classified according 
to the height of M in R. If ht M = 0, R, is a local Artinian ring whose maximal 
ideal has two or fewer generators. If ht M = 1, R, is a local ring of dimension 
one. If MR, has one generator, RM is a discrete valuation ring. If MR, has 
two generators then R, has grade 0 or 1. In the latter case R, is Gorenstein 
[15, Ex. 1, Sec. 4.51. In the former case M is an associated prime of 0 in R. If 
ht M = 2 then R, is a regular local ring and MR, has two generators. 
PROPOSITION 6. If R is a Noetherian ring satisfying Tz3 then the Krull dimen- 
sion of R is at most 2, v-dimension R, < 2 for each prime ideal Q of R, and 
R e S @ T where S is a finite direct sum of local Artinian rings and in T every 
maximal ideal has height at least 1. 
Proof. The Proposition is a consequence of [ 15, Ex. 15, Sec. 3.31 which gives 
the splitting, and the previous comments. 
COROLLARY. If R is a Noetherian OP-ring which is either reduced or has only 
minimal prime ideals as associated prime ideals then R N S @ T with S an 
Artinian ring and T a Gorenstein ring. In the case that R is reduced S is a direct 
sum of fields. 
481/58/r-9 
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4. COMPLETE INTERSECTIONS 
The tollowing lemma is an extension of [7, Remark 11. 
LEMMA 4. Let I be a finitely generated ideal of R such that R/I is semi-local. 
If IM has k generators for each maximal ideal M 2 I then I can be generated by 
k + 1 elements b, b, ,..., b, . These elements can be chosen so that bt EC b,R for 
some t such that tR + I = R. If the zero divisors of R are contained in a finite 
union of prime ideals, then t can also be required to be a non-zerodivisor. 
Proof. Since R/I is semi-local, the maximal ideals which contain I are finite 
in number. Let, for the first implication, S denote the complement of their 
union, and for the second implication let S denote the complement of the union 
of those primes along with the primes in a finite union containing the zero- 
divisors. Then R, is semi-local and I, has k generators at each localization of R, . 
The Forster-Swan Theorem implies that I, has k generators. Select these 
generators to have preimages 6, ,..., b, in I. Since I is finitely generated, there 
exists t E S such that tI CC b,R. Since tR + I = R, b + st = 1 for some b E I, 
s~R.Sincex=bx+stx~bR+Cb~Rforx~I,.l=bR+Cb,R. 
THEOREM 3. Let R be a ring whose zerodivisors are contained in a finite union 
of prime ideals, and let I be a$nitely generated ideal of R such that R/I is semi-local. 
If R has the property that AZ(P) N R implies P 111 R2 and I, has two generators 
for each maximal ideal M 2 I, then I has two generators. 
Proof. By the lemma, there are three generators a, b, c for I and a relation 
ct = ar - bs where tR is coprime to I and t is not a zero divisor. Let A E R, 
have rows (a, b), (s, r). Then det A = ct, and Proposition 3 implies that 
tR, + R,A has norm tR. By Corollary 1, Section 2, A has a right factor T 
having determinant t. Set A = CT with C = (cij). Since det C = c, a, b, c E 
cllR + +R. Since (Cam , c&T E 0 modulo I and t = det T is coprime to I, 
cl1 = cl2 = 0 modulo I. Hence 1 = c,,R + clzR. 
An ideal I of height r is said to be a complete intersection if I has r generators. 
The following corollary is an improvement of [14, Theorem I]. 
COROLLARY 1. If R is a Noetherian Towber ring, then maximal ideals in the 
polynomial ring R[x] are complete intersections. 
Proof. Let M denote a maximal ideal in R[x]. If M n R = P is a maximal 
ideal in R, then M is a complete intersection [7, Theorem 21. We consider then 
the case when P is not a maximal ideal in R. If ht P = 0 then the summand of R 
determined by P is a semi-local PID [15, Th eorem 1461. It is easy to see that M 
is a principal ideal in this case. The remaining possibility occurs when ht P = 1 
so that ht M = 2. To conclude our argument we need only check that the 
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hypotheses of Theorem 3 are satisfied. Theorem 1 implies that R-orientable 
modules of rank 2 are free. By [12, ThCoreme 2.3.11 R[x] inherits this property. 
Since R is regular, R[x] is regular. Thus, MR[x], has two generators. 
E. D. Davis and A. V. Geramita credit, in [7], E.D. Davis, A. V. Geramita, 
R. Gilmer, W. Heinzer, and R. Swan for independent proofs of the next 
corollary. 
COROLLARY 2. Let D denote a Dedekind domain having inJinitely many 
maximal ideals. Then a maximal ideal in the polynomial ring D[x, ,..., xn], n 3 1, 
has n + 1 generators. 
Proof. Theorem 1 and its Corollary 3 imply that the hypothesis of Theorem 3 
holds for R = D[xl]. Since D is a Hilbert Domain, the corollary follows from 
Theorem 3 and Theorems 27,28 of [15]. 
THEOREM 4. Let R be a Noetherian Towber ring and I an ideal in R. 
If IRM has two generators for each maximal ideal M in R then I has two 
generators. 
Proof. Since R is a direct sum of Towber domains [20, Theorem 5.51, the 
localization R, is regular of dimension at most 2 for each prime ideal Q in R. 
Let ~(1,) denote the minimal number of generators for lo . If dim R/Q = 0, 
then Q is maximal and v(lo) < 2. If d im R/Q = 1, R, is a PID so v(lo) < 1. 
If dim R/Q = 2, Ro is a field so ~(1,) < 1. In all cases ~(1,) < 2 and dim R/Q + 
~(1,) < 3. By the Forster-Swan Theorem, I has 3 generators. Set I = aR + 
bR + CR. We claim that ax + by + cz = 0 has a solution (x, y, z) E R3 with 
the property that no associated prime ideal of I contains all of x, y, z. Since the 
solution space is an R module, it suffices to exhibit a unimodular solution over 
R, , S the complement of the union of the associated prime ideals of I. By the 
Chinese remainder theorem, it now suffices to exhibit a unimodular solution 
over (Rs),+, , Ma maximal ideal in RS . Now (R,), = R, for some prime ideal Q 
in R and I, has two generators. By Nakayama’s lemma, two ot a, b, c generate 
I, . If for example a, b generate I, then uxo + by, + c = 0 is solvable in R, , 
establishing the claim. 
Let ax + by + cz = 0 with x, y, z described above, and set (uiz , uia, ui4, 
ua3 , us4 , u3J = (a, b, c, z, -y, x). Since u = x uijei A ej satisfies the quadratic 
Plucker conditions, there exist vectors v = C viei , w = C wiei E R3 such that 
v A w = u. Since uri = vlwi - wlvi , I _C v,R + w,R. If P denotes a primary 
component of I with radical Q, then one of uii , 2 < i < j < 4, is not in Q. 
Since Uij is the determinant of the matrix for the homogeneous system vlwi - 
wlvi = vlwi - wrvj = 0 module P, (v, , wl)uij = 0 modulo P. It follows that 
VI ) WI E i-l P = I. 
According to Davis and Geramita [7], the case of the following corollary for 
R = D[x], D a Dedekind domain, is due to R. Gilmer. 
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COROLLARY. If R is a Noetherian Towber ring then radical ideals in R have two 
generators. 
Proof. Radical ideals of R localize in R, , M maximal, to either MR, or 
to a principal ideal. Hence radical ideals locally have two generators. 
The following theorem represents yet another variant of Theorems 3,4. 
THEOREM 5. If R is a Noetherian ring which satisjies Tz3 and I is an ideal of 
height 2 which locally has two generators, then I has two generators. 
Proof. By Lemma 4, there are generators a, b, c for I and a relation ar - 
bs = ct with tR + I = R. The replacement of a by a + c2x, b by b + c2y, and t 
by t + crx - csy, x, y E R, does not alter these conditions. An appropriate 
choice of x, y allows us to assume that a and b generate an ideal of height 2 
[9, Cor. 21. 
The hypothesis implies that the vector u = ae, A e2 + be, A e3 + te, A e3 is 
decomposable. Let u = ur A us , ui = (uil , ui2 , ui3) E R3, i = 1, 2. Then 
a = wz2 - ~12u21, b = ur1u2s - ur3uz1, t = ursuss - urauss. Thus, a, b E u,,R + 
uzlR and tu,, , tu,, E aR + bR C I. Since t is coprime to I, urr , usi E I and we 
have only to show that c E ullR + u,,R. The problem localizes, so we may 
assume that R is local with maximal ideal M I ullR + uzlR. Since a, b E M, M 
has height 2. By Theorem 2, R is a regular local ring and therefore Towber. 
Thus, ul = {v E R3: u A v = 0} is free [20, Proposition 3.1 and Theorem 4.71. 
Since u # 0 and R is a domain, u’ has rank 2 [20, Theorem 2.171. Let vr , va 
denote a basis for u’- and set (ur , u2) = (vi , v,)B, B E R, . Since det B divides 
the entries a, b, t for u = ur A us and the latter generate an ideal of height 2, 
det B is a unit. Thus, U, , up constitute a basis for Us. Since (-c, s, r) E u’-, c is a 
linear combination of uir , uar . 
The above theorem yields an affirmative answer to a conjecture of Eisenbud 
and Evans [ll, Corollary to conjecture 31 in case R = S[X] satisfies Tz3. The 
conjecture is that if R = S[x] is a Noetherian ring of Krull dimension d and 
if I is an ideal of R then I can be generated by max{d, g + dim R/I} elements if 
I locally has g generators. If R satisfies T23 then R has Krull dimension at most 2. 
In that event, the Forster-Swan Theorem implies the conjecture when g + 
dim R/I is at least 3. The case g = 1 is covered by a result of Eisenbud and 
Evans [l 1, Theorem 21. Theorems 3, 5 and 7 below cover the case g = 2, 
dim R/I = 0. 
Let K,,(R) denote the Grothendieck group on the classes [P] of finitely 
generated projective R modules with addition induced by direct sum. Then 
l?,,(R), the kernel of the rank map on K,(R), is the subgroup of K,(R) generated 
by the elements [P] - [R’] with P a finitely generated projective having constant 
rank r. Let SK,(R) denote the kernel of the determinant map det: I&(R) + 
Pit(R) of R,-,(R) into the Picard group induced by det([P] - [R’]) = k(P), 
T = rank P. We identify K,,(R) with the Grothendieck group K,,(H(R)) on the 
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classes of finitely generated R modules having finite homological dimension with 
addition induced by short exact sequences [2, Theorem 4.2, chap. 83. Proposi- 
tion 7 below is a variant of Theorem 4.2 of [22] and Proposition 3.5 of [l]. 
PROPOSITION 7. Let R denote a Noetherian ring. If R has Krull dimension at 
most 1 then SK,(R) = 0. If R has Krull dimension 2 and R,,,, is regular for each 
maximal ideal M of height 2 then SK,(R) is generated by the classes [R/M], M 
maximal of height 2. 
Proof. The first implication is [2, Corollary 3.8, chap. 91. We assume 
therefore that R has Krull dimension 2 and that R,+, is regular for each maximal 
ideal M of height 2. In the latter event, [R/M] E SK,,(R) [l, Lemma 3.41. By 
Serre’s theorem [lo, Corollary l] a projective having constant rank r > 2 has 
a free summand of dimension r - 2. It follows that any element of SK,(R) has 
the form [P] - [R2] with P projective of rank 2 and D(P) N R. Since the dual 
P* = Hom(P, R) is also projective with rank 2, there is an f E P* such that 
the ideal I = O,,( f ) = {$( f ): I$ E P** = Hom(P*, R)} has height at least 2 
(apply [24, Theorem 3.31 with (a, x) = (1, 0)). S ince P is canonically isomorphic 
to PC*, I = {f(p): p E P}. There is then an exact sequence 0 -+ A2(P) A 
P L I + 0, with h induced by h( p A q) = f(q)p - f( p)q, as is verified by 
local computations [22, Lemma 4.41 or [l, Corollary 3.31. Thus, [P] = [A2(P)] + 
[I] = [R] + [I]. The argu ment appearing in the proof of Proposition 3.5 in [I] 
now applies; namely, R/I being Artinian has a composition series with factors 
isomorphic to R/M, , i = l,..., K, where the Mi are maximal ideals containing I. 
Thus, [R/I] = C [R/M,] an we have [P] - [R2] = [R] + [II - [R2] = d 
VI - PI = -C [R/WI. 
THEOREM 6. Let R denote a Noetherian ring. R is a Towber ring if and only ;f R 
has global dimension at most 2, maximal ideals have at most two generators and 
Jinitely generated stably free projective modules are free. 
Proof. Assume first that R is Towber. Then R has global dimension at most 2 
[20, Theorem 4.71. By the corollary to Theorem 4, maximal ideals have two 
generators, Since R is an H-ring, finitely generated stably free projectives are 
free [18]. For the converse, let M denote a maximal ideal of height 2 generated 
by a, b. One shows via local arguments that 0 -+ (b, -a)R -+ R2 + M--f 0 is 
exact using the fact that RM is factorial. Therefore, [R/M] = [R] - [M] = 
[R] + [R] - [R2] = 0. By Proposition 7, SK,,(R) = 0. Thus (iv) of Theorem 1 
is valid [2, Cor. 9.2, chap. 51. Since R has finite global dimension, R is a direct 
sum of domains and has therefore no nilpotent elements. Theorem 1 implies 
then that R is Towber. 
THEOREM 7. If R is Noetherian and satis$es Ts3 then SK,(R) = 0 and stably 
free finitely generated projectives are free. 
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Proof. Theorem 5 implies that a maximal ideal M in R having height 2 has 
two generators. As in the proof of Theorem 6, SK,(R) = 0. By Serre’s theorem 
and Bass’ cancellation, a stably free finitely generated projective has the form 
P @ Rt where P is a rank 2 projective and P @ R N R3. Let v E R3 have image 
generating the R summand in the decomposition P @ R. Then z, is unimoduler. 
Now v extends to a basis v, v r , v2 for R3, these basis vectors being the column 
vectors for the matrix of cofactors of the matrix with rows wr , wz , w3 where 
v = w1 A wf and wa is selected so that the determinant is 1 (see [18], for example). 
It follows that P 5 v,R @ v,R and is therefore free. 
COROLLARY 1. A Noetherian ring R is a Towber ring if and only ;f it satisfies 
Tz3 and has jinite global dimension. 
Proof. The above conditions hold in any Towber ring [20, Theorem 4.71. 
A result due to Towber (Theorem 2) implies that R has global dimension no 
more than 2. Thus Tz3 and finite global dimension imply, by Theorem 7, that 
(iv) of Theorem 1 holds. Finally, if R has finite global dimension then R is 
reduced (being a direct sum of domains). 
COROLLARY 2. Let R be a reduced Noetherian ring. R is a Towber ring if and 
only if R satisfies Tz3 and is integrally closed. 
Proof. Since a ring of finite global dimension is a direct sum of integrally 
closed domains, we need only show that the conditions suffice to imply that R is a 
Towber ring. A reduced integrally closed Noetherian ring is a finite direct sum 
of integrally closed domains (Since the orthogonal idempotents giving rise to a 
decomposition of the ring of quotients of R as a direct sum of fields are integral 
over R, these idempotents are in R). Hence R, is a discrete valuation ring for 
each prime P of height 1. If P is a prime of height 2, the TS3 condition implies 
that R, is regular. Since R with the Tz3 condition has Krull dimension at most 2, 
R has global dimension at most 2. 
The corollary answers in the affirmative a question posed by Lissner and 
Geramita. In fact, Kleiner in [16] p roves that any Krull OP-ring is Towber. 
The principal question which remains in the case of a Noetherian Towber 
domain R is a question concerning the structure of a projective R module P of 
rank 2, namely does P possess a free summand? If R = D[x] with D Dedekind 
(Corollary 3, Section 2) or it R is a finitely generated algebra over an algebraically 
closed field 122, Theorem 1] then P has a free summand. A different kind of 
example is provided by letting R be the symmetric algebra of a nonprincipal 
invertible ideal I in a Dedekind domain. But here P has a free summand, as one 
can show by applying Seshadri’s Theorem [2, Th. 6.1, Chap. 41 to R. In short 
we know of no example of an indecomposable projective module of rank 2 over 
a Towber ring. Perhaps, the next case to consider would be that of a Towber 
ring with 2 in the stable range. An example of such is any Towber ring which 
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is a finitely generated algebra over a field which is an algebraic extension of a 
finite field [24, Theorem 9.11. 
THEOREM 8. Let R be a Noetherian integrally closed domain having Krull 
dimension at most 2, and assume that A2(P) II R implies P _N R2. Let c E R be 
such that SL,(R) + SL,(R/cR) is surjective. If a, b E R and the ideal I = aR + CR 
locally has two generators then 3u, v E R such that I = (a + cu)R + (b + cv)R. 
Proof. Evidently, we may assume c # 0. Since Ro is a discrete valuation 
ring for those prime Q having height 1, IR, is principal at these primes. Set 
R’ = RIc2R, I’ = Ilc2R. Then dim R’ < 1, and dim R’IQ + v(Ib) < 2 for 
each prime ideal Q in R’. By [lo, Theorem B], there exist u, v E R’ such that 
a + cu, b + cv generate I’. Since c E I, c = r(a + cu) + s(b + cv) + tc2 with 
r, s, t E R. Rearranging gives 0 = vu’ + sb’ + ct’ where a’ = a + cu, b’ = b + cv, 
and t’ = -1 mod CR. Let B denote the 2 x 2 matrix with rows (a’, -s), 
(b’, r). By the corollary to Proposition 4, there exist A, C E R, such that B = AC 
and det C = c. Since det A = -t’ = 1 mod CR, there is a matrix E E SL,(R) 
such that E = A mod CR, . Replacing A with AE-I, C by EC allows us to 
assume A = I, mod CR, . Then since B 3 C mod CR, , with C = (cii), cii = a’ 
and c2i = b’ each mod CR. Since c = det C E q,R + cZIR, a’R + b’R $ CR = 
cllR + czlR as desired. 
The condition that SL,(R) + SL,(R/cR) is surjective holds whenever uni- 
modular sequences of the form (u, v, c) are stable [9, Corollary 8.31. The following 
corollary generalizes Theorem 8.8 of that article. We say that a, ,..., a, , n > 1, 
stably generate the ideal I = 2 a,R if there are xi E R, 1 < j < II, such that 
I = C (ai + a+q)R. 
COROLLARY. Let R[x] be a Noetherian Towber domain. if a, b, c generate an 
ideal I having two generators and c E R, then a, b, c stably generate I. 
Proof. Since R[x] is regular of dimension at most 2, R is regular of dimension 
at most 1. Thus, R is a Dedekind domain. We may assume c # 0, hence 
(R/J)[x], J the radical of CR, is a finite direct sum of Euclidean domains. Thus, 
SL,(R[x]/J[x]) = EL,(R[x]/J[x]). It follows that the map SL,(R[x]/cR[x]) ---f 
SL,(R[x]/J[x]) is surjective. Since the kernel of this map is a subset of 
EL,(R[x]/cR[x]) [2, Corollary 9.2, chap. 51, SL,(R[x]/cR[x]) = EL,(R[x]/cR[x]). 
Therefore, SL,(R[x]) -+ SL,(R[x]/cR[x]) is surjective. 
In light of the above results one might conjecture that, at least in case R is a 
Dedekind domain, ideals of height 2 which are locally complete intersections in 
R[x] can stably be shown to be complete intersections starting with three or more 
generators. The restriction on the height is certainly necessary since unimodular 
triples are not always stable, (x, y, x2 + y2 - 1) over lR[x, y] for example 
[9, Corollary 8.11. If unimodular triples are stable (for example, if R = k[x] 
with K an algebraic extension of a finite field [24, Theorem 9.1]), then stable 
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reduction to two generators for ideals locally having two generators is always 
possible. This is the case for if the ideal has n > 3 generators by [IO, Theorem B] 
stable reduction to 3 generators is possible. Then by our Theorem 8 stable 
reduction from 3 to 2 generators can be accomplished. 
Footnote. References [4], [S], [7], [17] came to our attention after our 
article had been submitted. The Boratynski-Davis-Geramita article [4] overlaps 
much of our Section 4, but with a different approach. The remaining three 
articles represent extensive progress on the question of generation of ideals in 
polynomial rings. 
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